
Trainers Profile 

 

Sean Hardy, Partner  

Sean advises contractors and other project participants on project delivery and the 

resolution of disputes in the infrastructure and energy sectors.  Sean has advised 

on some of the largest projects in the Asia Pacific region and beyond, including 

pipelines, production wells, jack-up rigs, LNG terminals, refineries, power plants, 

water treatment plants, tunnels, railways, roads, airports, port facilities and 

building projects. Sean focuses in particular on supporting project delivery and 

advising on the resolution of disputes by international arbitration (having 

represented clients in proceedings under the SIAC, ICC, LCIA, BANI and UNCITRAL 

(ad hoc) rules). Sean also acts for insurers and insureds on PI and other construction related insurance matters, has 

significant litigation, adjudication and mediation experience, and has completed secondments to major contractor and 

insurer clients. 

 

 

 

Mark Arden, Commercial Director  

Commercial Consulting Service for the Construction Industry 

Mark leads the commercial consulting service and advises on claims and managing 

risk, with support from our legal experts and panel of preferred specialist consultants 

where necessary. He has over 20 years of experience in the commercial, contractual 

and financial management of construction projects from tender through to final 

financial close out, including oil and gas, civil, civil marine, tunnelling, mechanical, E&I 

and pipeline projects. He also has extensive experience negotiating final accounts 

with Singapore government authorities, including LTA and PUB, and owner/ operators 

in the private sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

Trevor Lam, Principal (Head of Singapore) 

Areas of Expertise  
Programme Management | Tender Planning | Project Planning | Delay Expert | 4D Planning | Project Management 

Trevor has worked in planning, scheduling, project controls and forensic delay analysis 

since 2000 and brings to CTBH extensive experience drawn from a range of industries. 

His experience has been drawn from his involvement on a wide range of projects 

including hotels, airports, civil projects, road projects, rail infrastructure projects, 

residential developments, commercial developments, major capital works projects, 

hospitals, marine infrastructure projects, large scale ICT transformation projects, data 

centre base building, fitout and integrated commissioning projects and sporting facilities 

in Singapore, Greece, Indonesia, Malaysia, Australia, the UK and Dubai. Trevor brings extensive experience in the 

provision of independent expert analysis on extensions of time, delay, disruption and acceleration. While retained for 

the purposes of representing contractors and owners, Trevor has been involved in preparing overall recovery 

strategies, preparing analyses and expert reports for various stages of litigation, acted as the expert in arbitration and 

mediation proceedings, provided expert delay analyses in Security of Payment Act proceedings and developed 

extension of time administration regimes for both contractors and owners to ensure that contractual obligations are 

satisfied.  


